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Meeting Location
We meet at The Children’s Museum of Richmond
which is at 2626 West Broad Street, Richmond, VA
23220. The meeting is at 7:00pm, the second
Wednesday of each month.

September Theme
“Magic with items from work or school”, magic that
can be performed with common, every day objects.

Notifications
Congratulations to Dr. Bruce Rubin for making the
cover of the September, 2012 issue of American
Association for Respiratory Care (AARC) Times for
among other amazing “things” … entertaining the
children at The Children’s Hospital with magic tricks!
Visit our website, ibmring180.org to read the full
article under News and Events!

Treasurer:
Landon Davis, III
treasurer@ibmring180.org

Sgt. at Arms:
Randy Earley

The David Stone Lecture is September 22 at 7:30 at
Divine Magic and Novelties. The first half of David’s

lecture consists of magic effects created using coins and cigarettes, the second
half is dedicated to “table hoping.”
It is time for Crossroads Art Center once again on September 21st, from 6pm to
9pm. We would like to see as many magicians there as possible this month. This is
a wonderful opportunity to perform in front of an audience that is very
receptive in a casual environment. 2016 Staples Mill Road, Richmond, 23230.

Coming Soon!
Peter Pitchford is scheduled to lecture for us at Divine Magic and Novelties on
November 17th, 2012 at 7:30 pm.
NOTE: PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE, IBMRING180.ORG, THERE ARE
NUMEROUS UPCOMING EVENTS RELATED TO MAGIC LISTED ON THE
NEWS AND EVENTS PAGE!

What You Missed In August
The theme for the August meeting was “Challenge
Magic”. Every group of three was given the same
miscellaneous items (two balloons, four fly’s, one plastic
cockroach, four pompom’s, one small cloth bag, one star
cup, one beaker and a piece of invisible thread with
wax) by Joe Duck.
The first group was Bill Baber,
Lawrence “Larry” Lessner and
Randy Earley. Bill did a
pompom routine where atoms
turned into molecules, then into
matter and finally vanished.
Larry performed a cup and ball routine with a “fly” ending!
Joe and Amy Duck, along with Andrew Clarke were
second. After failing to make the pom pom’s float from
the beaker, Joe moved on to “Gadabout Fly’s”, using the
cockroach as his final load with Amy assisting. For the
finale, Andrew picks up the beaker, causing the
pompom’s to “appear”.

The next group was Barry Mills,
Landon Davis and Harry
Gallant. Landon Davis
performed a version of “Miser’s
Dream” using pompom’s and a
cloth bag.

Barry Mills, with the help of Joe Duck and Andrew
Clarke, made a prediction. Andrew and Joe eliminated all
but one item, which was the predicted item.

Barry Mills showed us his
awesome new Colombini
rope routine after the
meeting.
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